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For nearly two years, despite a drastic decline in 
orders, manufacturers in the European Aerospace and 
Defense industry have successfully weathered the 
crisis, by activating State-guaranteed funding 
schemes, reducing their use of temporary workers and 
subcontractors, and implementing layoff plans to 
adjust their workforce to the pace dictated by their 
prime contractors.

At the beginning of 2022, the health state of firms 
still varies greatly depending on their customer 
portfolio (e.g., civil / military / business aviation), their 
positioning on categories of products or services (e.g., 
aerostructures, avionics, fleet maintenance, cabin 
interiors, etc.) or their ability to diversify their 
customer base by swiftly moving into segments less 
impacted by the crisis such as military programs, 
business aviation and other sectors.

Analysts expect commercial aircraft production to 
regain pre-crisis levels in 2024, with some signs of 
recovery emerging in 2022 which are eagerly awaited 
in the single-aisle segment: Airbus have just 
announced the overachievement of their 2021 
production target of 600 aircraft thanks to 611 
deliveries, mainly driven by the A320, and announce 
recruitment difficulties to support growth in 2022. 
However, the ramp-up in production rates of long-
range aircraft remains uncertain.

Yet, with production rates well below 2019 levels 
(Airbus produced 863 aircraft in 2019), and the rising 
price of certain raw materials, some manufacturers 
often find themselves below breakeven, and in serious 
financial difficulty with high committed costs not 
covered by the usual volume of sales.

While many firms have often narrowly escaped 
bankruptcy thanks to reorganizations or cost-cutting 
plans, the level of debt has increased significantly, 
thereby limiting investment capacities to boost 
production and launch the recruitment plans (+15,000 
recruitments estimated in 2022, in a severely strained 
labor market) necessary to keep up with prime 
contractors and finance R&D on new programs in the 
medium term.

Aerospace & Defense :
Industry consolidation, supported by its major 

players and Private Equity funds, is necessary to 
secure the Supply Chain and speed up the recovery
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However, the long-awaited upturn in output rates 
will not make the major customers any less 
demanding, quite the contrary!

The structure of the industrial landscape is currently 
highly fragmented (cf. infographic 1), with four 
supplier levels: the more generalist tier-1 suppliers on 
which prime contractors like Airbus or Boeing rely for 
the production of certain systems or aircraft 
maintenance; tiers 2 and 3, which are often more 
specialized in a type of component or sub-component 
(e.g., composite structure, cabin interior, propulsion); 
and tier 4 raw material suppliers.
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The past six months have seen an acceleration in 
vertical integration trends dictated by prime 
contractors (e.g. Stelia Aerospace becoming Airbus 
Atlantic in January 2022), as well as supply chain 
consolidation transactions to attain a sufficiently 
critical size, offer complementary industrial expertise 
by repositioning in profitable markets, share fixed 
costs and interface more easily with the end customer 
(e.g., Nexteam & Ventana merger, acquisition of Hitim 
and WeAreGroup by Mecachrome at the end of 2021, 
sale of ITP Aero by Rolls-Royce).

Private Equity funds play a key role in this 
consolidation by allowing access to the capital needed 
for M&A deals. On the French market, Tikehau ACE 
Capital, a subsidiary of the international fund Tikehau, 
was expressly created to speed up funding in the 
aerospace industry and stands out by the strong 
operational support it provides to holdings through a 
team with a mainly industrial background.  

In fact, due to the sector’s strategic challenges and 
the cutting-edge expertise needed to identify 
opportunities, funds seldom act alone and are often 
supported in their investments by leading industrial 
firms, e.g., Safran Corporate Ventures, or the French 
government, through its financial arm BPI France.

After a substantial decline in the number of M&A 
deals during the crisis due to very low valuations, the 
activity of major prime contractors and PE funds 
pushed the number of deals up in 2021, to a level on a 
par with 2018 worldwide (graph 1). However, this 
trend is highly dependent on the targets’ sector of 
activity: the number of deals per quarter in digital (IT, 
cyber-security, etc.) and electronics (defense and civil) 
more than doubled between the average pre-crisis 
volume and the last quarter of 2021 (graph 2).

The value of deals disclosed has also grown in parallel 
to the upturn in air traffic, particularly for service and 
MRO players, and has now overtaken pre-crisis values 
(graph 3). But will this trend continue until traffic 
returns to normal or come to a halt earlier?

AN INEVITABLE CONSOLIDATION OF THE 
EUROPEAN INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPE: 

M&A OPPORTUNITIES FOR MANUFACTURERS 
AND PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

Source : EFESO

Infographic 1: Supply Chain Map
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Graph 3: Change in Valuation / vs. Traffic
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Graph 2: Change in the number of Deals 
by segment between pre-crisis and Q4-21

Graph 1: Change in the number 
of Deals (2018-21)
Source : Janes Capital Quarterly Reports, EFESO 
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Challenges for a 
Successful Recovery
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Given the changing industrial landscape and strong 
growth in demand, the sector’s consolidation must be 
supported by supplier continuity plans, improved 
operating performance, fast and efficient onboarding 
of new resources (internal and external), and financial 
optimization, so as to limit risks of failure as the 
market picks up and optimize profitability in the 
medium term.

In this context, we recommend paying particular 
attention to the following points 
• Impact studies of the change in the product/

service mix, by reviewing forecasts in 2022/23 
and adjusting the operational model to improve 
flexibility and align with the pace of traffic 
resumption and new post-Covid passenger habits 

• Restructuring debt according to the schedule of 
payments and CAPEX needed for the future, so as 
to retain sufficient funds to support intensive 
R&D (29% of patents filed in aviation among the 
Top 10 applicants, i.e., some 1,700 patents in 
2020), due to the lengthy cycles of certifications 
required in the sector (for example, approximately 
eight years for a new seat)

• Accelerating programs to boost productivity, by 
streamlining and digitally transforming interfaces 
particularly between prime contractors and 
suppliers, and fostering production line or supply 
chain automation (robots, automated warehouses, 
AGV, AI, etc.)

• Securing the supply chain by measuring the 
recovery capacity of suppliers and identifying the 
ones the most at risk (tiers 1 to 4)

• Readjusting organizations and cost structures, by 
improving flexibility in production

• Anticipating and accelerating the recruitment, 
onboarding and upskilling of a high number of 
operators (internal and external) in record time, 
while ensuring the stability of organizations and 
operating models

• Optimizing industrial models and operational 
organization by improving flexibility in production, 
aligning traditional and digital processes and 
consolidating procurements, particularly in post-
M&A contexts

EFESO supports aircraft manufacturers with their transformation and the improvement of their operating 
performance, as well as private equity funds in M&As, from sourcing to integration.
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EFESO CONSULTING - SIEGE :
117, AVENUE DES CHAMPS-ELYSÉES - 75008 PARIS, FRANCE

LOUIS.CATALA@EFESO.COM 

+33 1 53 53 57 00 

EFESO Consulting is a global consulting firm specialized in Operations Strategy and 
Performance Improvement. We bring over 40 years of experience and thought leadership, 
supporting multinationals, mid-market companies and private equities in both mature and 
emerging markets.

Our team of 500+ experienced consultants help organizations grow faster than the market by 
exploiting performance improvement opportunities and overcoming progression hurdles, in 
a sustainable way. We work in partnership with your people, from shopfloor to boardroom to 
achieve tangible and lasting results.
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